WORKING PROCEDURE ACCORDING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF REFERENCE QUALITY STANDARDS - CASE STUDY FOR A BOILING DEPARTMENT FROM A BEER FACTORY
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Abstract: The beer industry is in a great national and international competition. Globalization of trades has greatly expanded the product distribution area and caused a major modernization and flexibility of the technological process of beer production. The latter allow a simple relocation of production capacities, regarding the size. In this context, issues of quality, food safety and consumer protection are very important and brewers must certify the work as required by SR EN ISO 9001:2008 and SR EN ISO 22000:2005 to meet competition. In this paper we propose to introduce, as case studies, how to draw content and links to other documents required by the management system of food quality and safety for the working procedure of boiling department of a brewery. The primitive beer wort is obtained in the boiling department, which in brewing technology plays a very important role and therefore needs a very good management of the technological process in this section.
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